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Abstract—Today’s distributed systems are commonly equipped with both synchronous and asynchronous components controlled with

multiple clocks. The key challenges in designing such systems are (1) how to model multi-clocked local synchronous component, local

asynchronous component, and asynchronous communication among components in a single framework. (2) how to ensure the

correctness of model, and keep consistency between the model and the implementation of real system. In this paper, we propose a

novel computation model named GalsBlock for the design of multi-clocked embedded system with both synchronous and

asynchronous components. The computation model consists of several hierarchical compound and atom blocks communicating with

data port connections. Each atom block can be refined as parallel mealy automata. The synchronous component can be captured in an

atom block with the corresponding local control clock while the asynchronous component in an atom block without clock, and the

asynchronous communications can be captured in the data port connections among blocks. The unified operational semantics and

formal semantics are defined, which can be used for simulation and verification, respectively. Then, we can generate efficient VHDL

code from the validated model, which can be synthesized into the FPGA processor for execution directly. We have developed the

graphical modeling, simulation, verification, and code generation toolkit to support the computation model, and applied it in the design

of a sub-system used in the real train communication control.

Index Terms—Synchronous and asynchronous fusion system, computation model, model validation and implementation

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

EMBEDDED systems are being widely used and are vital
to many critical complex applications. They usually

involve concurrent behaviors with different local control
clocks, which leads to several challenges for the traditional
computation model. The first challenge that the computa-
tion model faces is the modeling capability that how to eval-
uate the behavior of the local synchronous component,
asynchronous component and their communications in a
single model. For synchronous components, operations are
coordinated under the centralized control of several local
clocks. For asynchronous components, instead, they operate
under distributed control, producing outputs in response to
input changes. The asynchronous communication among
these components should be synchronized with all corre-
sponding clocks. The second challenge focuses on the ana-
lytical capability of the computation model, including how
to ensure the correctness of the model to satisfy the function
descriptions, and how to keep the consistency between the
computation model and the executable implementation.

A lot of researchers have made many efforts to the com-
putation models [4], [21], but there is no practical solution

for synchronous and asynchronous fusion systems with
multiple local control clocks. In this paper, we present an
automaton [32] and block diagram [35] based computation
model, named GalsBlock, to address the challenges in
modeling, validation and implementation. In the proposed
computation model, a system is modeled as a combination
network of compound and atom blocks communicating
through data port connections. The compound block can be
refined by some sub-compound and sub-atom blocks hier-
archically, and the atom block is refined by some parallel
mealy automata with optional clocks. Despite the regular
state transitions, we allow users to append complex actions
and priorities on transitions to enhance the modeling abil-
ity. The atom block with clock is used to capture the behav-
ior of synchronous component, and the atom block without
clock is used to capture the behavior of asynchronous com-
ponent. The connections among data ports attached on
different blocks are used to capture the asynchronous com-
munications, and the expressions appended on the connec-
tion are used to facilitate the modeling of data-oriented
behaviors. In order to solve the indeterminacy caused by
parallel execution, we use the local clocks and signal depen-
dencies to give a topological sort for all atom blocks’ com-
putation. Then, the design and implementation of complex
embedded systems can be simplified to three steps. First,
we can build the graphic model of GalsBlock based on the
system requirement and function descriptions. Then, the
model can be simulated and verified for all kinds of proper-
ties derived from the requirements. If properties are not sat-
isfied, we should return back to the modeling stage to find
bugs in the model. This helps us find problems in the early
stage of system design. Finally, after all properties are satis-
fied, we can generate the executable implementation from
the validated model automatically. We apply GalsBlock and
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the developed toolkit to the design of a multifunction vehi-
cle bus (MVB) control system used in the real train commu-
nication network according to the standard IEC 61375.

The main contributions are: (1)First, a novel computation
model named GalsBlock is proposed to support hierarchical
decomposition, fusion of synchronous and asynchronous
concurrent process execution, and data-oriented asynchro-
nous signal communication. (2) Second, the operational
semantics of GalsBlock is described in detail, based on
which, we can do some graphical simulations. (3) Third, the
formal semantics of GalsBlock is determined by its equiva-
lent labeled transition system, based on which, we can do
some verifications. The labeled transition system is con-
structed bottom-up, by starting from the lowest level
automaton style chart to the top level block. (4) Fourth, code
generation algorithms for automatic implementation of
GalsBlock model are presented. This helps to keep the con-
sistency between the validated model and the possible
implementations. We implement the supporting toolkit and
apply it to the real design of a multifunction vehicle bus
control system of real train communication network.

The paper is organized as follows: related work is pre-
sented in Section 2. The proposed system level design lan-
guage GalsBlock is presented in Section 3, including the
graphical elements for modeling, operational semantics for
simulation, and formal model of computation for verifica-
tion. Section 4 presents the implementation of GalsBlock,
including the automatic code generation algorithms. Experi-
ment results on a real system design and implementation is
given in Section 4, and we conclude in Section 6.

2 RELATED WORK

A large body of work has been dedicated to facilitate the
design of embedded systems. In the literature, the formal
computation model based approach is appealing, because it
provides a unified basis for formal analysis to achieve
expected correctness. Traditionally, embedded systems are
supposed to be controlled by a single synchronous clock,
and the formal computation modeling languages con-
structed on this hypothesis mainly contain Esterel [9],
Lustre [17], Statecharts [19] and Signal [25]. These languages
are the basis for traditional synchronous system design, but
are not fit for the multi-clocked systems with both synchro-
nous and asynchronous components.

Embedded systems on the current market are more and
more complex that the synchronous hypothesis is not valid.
Most systems consist of hundreds of components, which can
be controlled by many local clocks. The formal computation
modeling languages for multi-clocked systems with both
synchronous and asynchronous components mainly contain
CRP [6], MC-Esterel [7], and SHIM [16]. CRP combines the
synchronous reactive model of Esterel [24] with the asyn-
chronous coupling of CSP [22] to offer a mathematically ele-
gant framework. Locally synchronous Esterel modules
communicate through rendezvous channels. The problem is
that it is hard to support data-driven operations and rendez-
vous protocol through asynchronous coordinators. Its
variants such as CRSM, ECRSM [28] have similar limitations.
MC-Esterel is specifically developed for the design of multi-
clocked digital systems. The designer is responsible for

creating communication mechanisms among different clock
domains. Esterelmodules need explicit clocks and a designer
has to construct underlying synchronizers to guarantee the
synchronization among these modules. While MC-Esterel
provides a powerful mechanism for modeling asynchronous
and multi-rate systems, the problem is that a designer has
to work at a relatively underlying level and the productivity
is limited. In addition, its support for data-driven operations
is quite limited due to its reliance on Esterel. The main
idea of SHIM is that both hardware and software functions
are written as C-like functions and the communication
between these asynchronous objects is mapped to a
restricted Kahn Process Network. The major limitation of
SHIM is the lack of support for modeling reactivity and syn-
chrony behaviors of system components.

Based on those formal computation modeling lan-
guages, there are many corresponding toolkits. For multi-
clocked systems with both synchronous and asynchro-
nous components, Esterel studio v7 [5] supports the
design of digital systems based on MC-esterel. But the
code generation capacity is limited, many basic modeling
constructs are not supported, and the simulation is not
visual. The verification tool Xeve only supports pure sig-
nal, and cannot deal with valued signals and variables.
Furthermore, we cannot find an alive version for use any-
more. Ptolemy [10] supports modeling, and simulation of
mixed synchronous and asynchronous systems. A major
problem area being addressed is the use of heterogeneous
mixtures of computation models (e.g., asynchronous dis-
crete event and synchronous dataflow) in hierarchical
way. The inner model will lose some original properties
when adjusting to the outer model of computation. Fur-
thermore, it is primarily used as a simulation environ-
ment and can not be verified and synthesized. Simulink
[12] also has the same disadvantage of no formal seman-
tics. Furthermore, the operational semantics of the paral-
lel execution of stateflow [18] is too complex and
dependent on the relative position of the module. They
are simulated in a sequential manner, from left to right,
up to down, and can be interrupted by each other. The
VHDL code generation algorithm is not efficient, neither.
Besides these environment, some translation based frame-
works are also proposed to solve the analysis of multi-
clocked systems. For example, Doucet et al. [15] use a
mixture of synchronous descriptions in Signal and asyn-
chronous descriptions in Promela, and provide a transla-
tion from Signal modules to Promela processes. Each
clock domain is described by a Signal module, and com-
munication between two clock domains is described by
Promela channel. The underlying deficiencies of these
modeling languages are actually prevalent in those tradi-
tionally modeling and validation frameworks as pre-
sented in Fig. 1, which motivates our work. The proposed
GalsBlock has clear operational and formal semantics, as
well as complete toolkit for hierarchical graphical model-
ing, validation and implementation.

3 GALSBLOCK

In this section, we introduce the formal computation model
GalsBlock, including the graphical elements, operational
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semantics for simulation, and the formal semantics for
verification.

3.1 GalsBlock Computation Model

The example in Fig. 2 illustrates the features of GalsBlock.
At the top level, the compound block CompoundTop
consists of two sub-blocks (compound block Compound1
and atom block Atom1). The compound block does not
do computation, just presents the hierarchical decomposi-
tion of system structure, and the data flow path among
the structured blocks. The clock attached on the com-
pound block does not play a part, and just provides a vir-
tual interface for the control clocks of its inner atom
blocks. For example, the frequency of real clock CLK2 is
derived from the virtual clock CLK1, where the derived
rules such as double and triple frequency can be config-
ured according to different requirements. The dot
attached on the right side of each block is used to denote

the output data port, while the dot on the left side is
used for the input data port. The input data ports of
CompoundTop can be connected to the input ports of the
two sub-blocks (b ! g, a ! c), and the output ports of
the sub-blocks can be connected to the both input and
output data ports of other blocks (e ! f, h ! i). The
expression on the connection from port b to port g facili-
tates the data-oriented behavior modeling.

The asynchronous communication between two data
ports is realized through asynchronous channel. Once the
synchronous atom block finishes the computation at the
beginning of the local control clock, the data from the out-
put data port will flow through connections to the sink port,
until the arrival of the input port of another atom block or
the output port of the top block. The atom block on which
the sink port is attached will read the value for computation
at the beginning of its local clock. In case of conflicts of
read-write operations during the parallel execution, the old

Fig. 1. The modeling capabilities of the system level modeling languages based on formal computation model and the corresponding available tools
supporting the analytical capabilities.

Fig. 2. The left side is the system design flow based on the computation model GalsBlock. The right side is an example of GalsBlock, includ-
ing the graphical elements of compound and atom blocks. The top model consists of compound block Compound1 and atom block Aotm1.
The compound1 is refined as atom blocks Atom2(synchronous) and Atom3(asynchronous). The Atom2 is refined as two automata running in
parallel.
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value will be read according to the propagation delay. For
example, block Atom2 will update the output port m when
the computation finishes at the periodical beginning of
clock CLK3, and the updated value will flow through
connection (m ! o) until the connected input ports of
another atom block. Because block Atom3 is asynchro-
nous, it will do computation and update the output data
port q immediately. Then, the updated values will flow
through connections (q ! e, e ! f) until the connected
input ports of another atom block Atom1. At the next
periodical beginning of clock CLK2, block Atom1 will
read the updated value for computation. If the periodical
beginning of clock CLK3 happens to be the same as clock
CLK2, the parallel executions will lead to conflicts of
read-write operations. In real world, those conflicts can
be solved by the delay of computation and signal flow.
Based on this fact, we embed the delay that read opera-
tion is prior to write operation when the conflicts caused
by the same frequency of local clocks happen.

Besides the solution for the read-write operation conflict,
we release certain types of cycle restriction in the model.
The cycle, in which there is a synchronous atom block, is
broken by the inner data communication principle. For
example, the compound block Compound1which is refined
as two atom blocks (Atom2 and Atom3) contains a direct
cycle. The connection from port r to port l results a cycle
between the two atom blocks. If the output port m of block
Atom2 is updated when the computation finishes at a peri-
odical beginning of the clock CLK3, the value will flow
through the connection (m ! o). Because block Atom3 is
asynchronous, it will perform computation and update the
output data port q and r immediately on the changes of its
input ports. The updated value of port r will be passed to
port l of block Atom2 instantaneously. But this will not lead
to infinite computation cycle, because block Atom3 will not
read the updated value for computation until the next peri-
odical beginning of clock CLK2. Remind that the cycle, in
which all elements are the asynchronous atom blocks, will
lead to the zero timing paradox.

With the hierarchical structure and dataflow presented
in the compound block, system behaviors are described by
parallel automata in the atom block. For example, the
atom block Atom2 is refined as two automata controlled
by clock CLK3, with a local shared variable and a transi-
tion priority expression. For synchronous atom block, the
inner automata are controlled by the same local clock. At
each periodical beginning of the clock, each automaton is
allowed to take a step of transition or stay in the current
state. Each transition consists of three parts: name, guard,
and action. The priority expression is defined on the name
of two transitions in a single automaton in case that both
transitions meet their guards. The action supports some
basic control structures such as IF ELSE statement. All
statements and guards are defined on the ports and local
variables. For parallel execution of multiple automata,
there will also be conflicts on read-write operations. Each
local variable and output data port can be written by one
automaton for only one time, and the write operation is
prior to the read operation. When all automata finish the
computation, values of output ports and local variables
will be updated, and passed through connections to the

endpoints, which are the input data ports of an atom block
or the output data ports of the top block. For asynchronous
block, the inner automata are triggered by the changes of
the input data ports, and may take several transitions from
the current state until no guard is satisfied.

3.2 Operational Semantic of GalsBlock

The operational semantics of GalsBlock model is defined on
the configuration. A configuration is a maximal set of states
that the system could be simultaneously in. Any subset of
states is not a legal configuration. Let B be the top block
associated with a GalsBlock model, consisting of several
synchronous and asynchronous atom blocks bi. A legal con-
figuration C satisfies: for each atom block bi contained in B
and each automaton ci directly contained in bi, C must con-
tain exactly one state directly contained in ci. Then, the
operational semantics can be transferred to the configura-
tion computation of GalsBlock.

Because the compound block just presents the decom-
position of the system structure and does not do compu-
tation, hence, the computation of GalsBlock relies on the
computation of atom blocks. The computation can be
divided into three macro steps: (1) Import values from
the environment to input data ports of the top model
continuously, and pass those updated values to the input
data ports of atom blocks through connections; (2) Atom
blocks read updated values of the input data ports for
configuration computation on the periodical beginning of
each local control clock with the priority rules; (3) When
an atom block finishes the computation, export all output
data ports to the connected compound and atom blocks.
The algorithm implementation of the three macro steps is
described below. Notice that the second step for configu-
ration computation is decomposed hierarchically, and the
computation mechanism is different for synchronous and
asynchronous atom blocks.

For the first step presented in the Fig. 3, the top model of
Galsblock imports the inputs from environment continu-
ously. It should get the value and pass the value through con-
nections until the endpoints arrive, which are the input data
ports of atom blocks. Note that the value may flow through
some compound blocks before arriving at the endpoints.

For the second step, the computation of GalsBlock is
divided into the computation of atom block and automata
hierarchically. The automata computation contained in syn-
chronous atom block is triggered by the local clock, and all

Fig. 3. Import values from the environment to the atom blocks for
computation.
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automata are allowed to take at most one transition only.
While for the asynchronous atom block, the automata com-
putation is triggered by the changes of input data ports, and
all automata can take different numbers of transitions until
no guard is satisfied. The asynchronous atom block reads
the updated values immediately, while the synchronous
atom block reads the updated values according to the local
clock. Then, the parallel automata in each block will com-
pute the next state and the values of the output ports and
shared variables with priority in consideration. If there are
more than one transitions starting from the current active
state that can be triggered, the transition with the highest
priority is chosen to be taken. After the recursive executions,
the state configuration as well as values of the output data
ports and shared variables will be returned. The details of
the computation steps are described in the Figs. 4, 5 and 6.
In the Fig. 4, all atom blocks are said to compute in parallel,
but there is a topological sort of all local clock signals. Based
on the topological sort, computation is in sequential. If sev-
eral local clocks happen to be triggered in the same time, it
will lead to conflicts of read operations and write opera-
tions. The atom block that reads the signal executes before
the atom block that writes the signal to solve the conflict,
according to the introduction in the previous section. The
parallel executions of automata contained in synchronous
atome block and asynchronous atom block are presented in
the Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. The parallel executions of
automata contained in a single atom block may also lead to
conflicts of read and writ operations. No shared variables
and output data ports can be written by two automata at

the same time, and the write operation to a shared variable
is prior to read operation to the shared variable. In this way,
the conflicts can be avoided. The jump statement in the
Fig. 6 shows the asynchronous executions of multiple transi-
tions until no guard is true.

For the third step presented in the Fig. 7, each atom block
updates the values of the shared variables and exports the
output data ports. The value of the updated output data
ports should be passed through connections until the end-
points arrive, which are the input data ports of an atom
block, or the output data ports of the top block B.

Based on the operational semantics, we have developed
the simulation tool for GalsBlock. As described in the exper-
iment section, the model can be simulated step by step. The
user can capture the state of each atom block, and the value
of each output data port and local variable for each configu-
ration. This facilitates the designer to ensure the correctness
that the behaviors of the model map the system require-
ments to be implemented. Through the simulation tool,
most of the functional requirements can be checked on the
model. While coding with the underlying programming
language such as VHDL and C according to the require-
ments directly is more difficult than building the graphical
GalsBlock model.

3.3 Formal Semantics of GalsBlock

For the formal semantics definition of the GalsBlock compu-
tation model, there are two methods for choice. The first
method is to translate the GalsBlock model to an existing
model that has formal semantics. Then, the translation of

Fig. 4. Computation of the atom block. All atom blocks and automata are
computed in parallel.

Fig. 5. Computation of the automata contained in synchronous atom
block are in parallel.

Fig. 6. Computation of the automata contained in asynchronous atom
block are in parallel.

Fig. 7. Export values of the output data ports of atom blocks to other
blocks.
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GalsBlock model can be interpreted and verified directly
based on the supporting tools of the target model. The sec-
ond method is to define the basic formal semantics by its
equivalent labeled transition system [11], which is the basis
for verification. The labeled transition system of the Galsl-
bock model is constructed bottom-up, starting from the low-
est level parallel automaton ci of each atom block bi,
upwards to the top level block B through combination. The
construction is defined as follows.

Definition 1S. An automaton ci contained in a synchronous atom
block is defined as a tuple ðL; l0; V;A;E;P; clkÞ, where L is a set
of locations fli j i 2 ½0; n�g, l0 2 L is the initial location, V is a
set of parameters fvi j i 2 ½0; n�g inherited from the local varia-
bles, input data ports, and output data ports of the atom block,A
is a set of actions fai j i 2 ½0; n�g, E is a set of edges
fei � L�GðV Þ �A� L j i 2 ½0; n�g between locations with
the action and guard, GðV Þ is the set of guard fgiðV Þ j i 2
½0; n�g on parameters, P is the set of priority valuation function
fpi � ei ! N j i 2 ½0; n�g defined on the transitions that may
take simultaneously, and clk is the synchronous local clock signal
inherited from the atom block.

Let ðL; l0; V; A; E; P; clkÞ be an automaton contained in
the synchronous atom block. UðV Þ is a set of parameter
valuation functions fui � V ! B [N j i 2 ½0; n�g from the
parameters to the boolean or integer values. Then, the
semantics of the automaton can be defined in the prop-
erty 1. For the clk signal, there are two kinds of methods
for embedding the signal into the labeled transition sys-
tem. The first method is to use all local clocks to give a
topological sort of all atom blocks when doing combina-
tion. The second method is to map the local clock to a
basic physical clock and transfer the clk into the guard of
each transition through the local clock re-mapping mech-
anism proposed in [23], and the transition with the high-
est priority will be chosen to be triggered. We choose the
second method for easier implementation.

Property 1S. The semantics of the automaton ci ðL; l0; V; A;E;
P; clkÞ contained in a synchronous atom block bi can be defined
as a labeled transition system hS; s0; !i, where S is the set of
configuration fsi � L� UðV Þ j i 2 ½0; n�g, s0 ¼ ðl0; u0Þ is the
initial configuration, and !� S �A� S is the transition
relation such that:

� ðl; uÞ �!a ðl0 ; u0 Þ, if there is a transition e ¼ ðl; g; a; l0 Þ
s.t. pðeÞ¼ maxfpðeiÞ j gðuðvÞÞ&gðuðclkÞÞ ¼¼ trueg.

� ðl; uÞ �!; ðl; uÞ, if there is no transition e ¼ ðl; g; a; l0 Þ
s.t. gðuðvÞÞ&&gðuðclkÞÞ ¼¼ true.

Definition 2S. A synchronous atom block bi is defined as a
tuple ðI; O; V; C; clkÞ, where I is a set of input data ports
fIi j i 2 ½0; n�g, O is a set of output data ports fOi j i 2 ½0; n�g,
V is a set of local variables fvi j i 2 ½0; n�g, C is a set of autom-
ata fci j i 2 ½1; n�g, and clk is the local clock used to trigger the
computation.

Let ðI;O; V; C; clkÞ be a synchronous atom block, consist-
ing of n automata

S n
i¼1ci. The automaton ci equals

ðLi; li0; V
i; Ai; Ei; P i; clkÞ, where V i � I [O [ V . Then, the

location set L for the atom block is defined as fli �
ðl1; l2; . . . ; lj; . . . ; lnÞ j i 2 ½0; n�; 8j; lj 2 Ljg, where l0 equals

ðl10; l20; . . . ; ln0 Þ. The action set A is defined as fai � ða1; a2;
. . . ; aj; . . . ; anÞ j i 2 ½0; n�; 8j; aj 2 Ajg. For the automaton ci,

Ui is a set of parameter valuation function fui � V j ! B [
N j j 2 ½0; n�g from the parameters to the boolean or integer

value. Then, for the atom block, U is defined as fui �
ðu1; u2; . . . ; uj; . . . ; unÞ j i 2 ½0; n�; 8j; uj 2 Ujg, where u0 equals

ðu1
0; u

2
0; . . . ; u

n
0 Þ. Then, the semantics of the synchronous atom

block can be defined as below.

Property 2S. The semantics of the synchronous atom block bi
ðI; O; V; C; clkÞ can be defined as a labeled transition system
hS; s0;!i based on the semantics of automata, where S is the

set of configuration fsi � L� UðI [O [ V Þ j i 2 ½0; n�g,
s0 ¼ ðl0; u0Þ is the initial configuration, where l0 equals

ðl10; l20; . . . ; ln0 Þ and u0 equals ðu1
0; u

2
0; . . . ; u

n
0 Þ. Then, ! � S�

A� S is the transition relation such that

� ðl; uÞ �!a ðl0; u0Þ, when gðuðclkÞÞ ¼¼ true:

l0 � lj ¼
lj 0 if

�ðlj; gj; aj; lj 0 Þ jmax
�
p
�
eji
��
�

gjðujðvÞ� ¼¼ true
�� 6¼ ;

lj if fðlj; gj; aj; lj 0 Þ jmaxfpðejiÞj
gjðujðvÞÞ ¼¼ truegg ¼ ;

8
>>><

>>>:

u0 � uj ¼
uj 0 if

�ðlj; gj; aj; lj 0 Þ jmax
�
p
�
eji
��
�

gjðujðvÞ� ¼¼ true
�� 6¼ ;

uj if
�ðlj; gj; aj; lj 0 Þ jmax

�
p
�
eji
�j

gjðujðvÞÞ ¼¼ true
�� ¼ ;;

8
>>><

>>>:

where 8j 2 ½1; n�, each automaton can take one transition at

most on each clock appearance, staying in the current state or

jumping into the sink state with the highest priority. This is the

key difference between parallel automata computation of syn-

chronous atom block and that of asynchronous atom block.

In asynchronous atom block, the parallel automata do
not need to be synchronized, and each automaton can take
any step of transitions until on guard is true. Another dif-
ference is that the computation is not triggered by the
clock but by changes of input ports. The label transition
system for asynchronous atom block can be defined in the
same way as below.

Property 1As. The semantics of the automaton ci ðL; l0; V;
A;E; P Þ contained in an asynchronous atom block bi can be
defined as a labeled transition system hS; s0;!i, where S is the
set of configuration fsi � L� UðV Þ j i 2 ½0; n�g, s0 ¼ ðl0; u0Þ
is the initial configuration, and !� S �A� S is the transi-
tion relation such that:

� ðl; uÞ �!a ðl0 ; u0 Þ, if there is a transition e ¼ ðl; g; a; l0 Þ
s.t. pðeÞ ¼ maxfpðeiÞ j gðuðvÞÞ ¼¼ trueg.

� ðl; uÞ �!; ðl; uÞ, if there is no transition e ¼ ðl; g; a; l0 Þ
s.t. gðuðvÞÞ ¼¼ true.

Property 2As. The semantics of the asynchronous atom block bi
ðI; O; V; CÞ can be defined as a labeled transition system
hS; s0;!i based on the semantics of automata, where S is the

set of configuration fsi � L� UðI [O [ V Þ j i 2 ½0; n�g,
s0 ¼ ðl0; u0Þ is the initial configuration, where l0 equals ðl10; l20;
. . . ; ln0 Þ and u0 equals ðu1

0; u
2
0; . . . ; u

n
0 Þ. Then, !� S �A� S

is the transition relation such that
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� ðl; uÞ �!a ðl0; u0Þ:

l0:lj ¼
lj0 if

�ðlj; gj; aj; lj 0 Þ jmax
�
p
�
eji
��
�

gjðujðvÞ� ¼¼ true
�� 6¼ ;

lj if
�ðlj; gj; aj; lj 0 Þjmax

�
p
�
eji
��
�

gjðujðvÞÞ ¼¼ true
�� ¼ ;

8
>>><

>>>:

u0:uj ¼
uj0 if

�ðlj; gj; aj; lj 0 Þjmax
�
p
�
eji
��
�

gjðujðvÞÞ ¼¼ true
�� 6¼ ;

uj if fðlj; gj; aj; lj 0 Þjmax
�
p
�
eji
��
�

gjðujðvÞ� ¼¼ true
�� ¼ ;:

8
>>><

>>>:

The compound block may consist of several synchro-
nous atom blocks and asynchronous atom blocks. It does
not do any computation, just presents the hierarchical
decomposition of the system structure and some connec-
tions of data ports. Hence, it has nothing to do with the
computation semantics. Then, the semantics of GalsBlock
can be reduced to the combine the parallel execution of
all atom blocks.

Definition 3. The top block of a Galsblock modelM is defined as a
tuple ðI; O;B;W;CLKÞ, where I is a set of input ports
fIi j i 2 ½0; n�g, O is a set of output ports fOi j i 2 ½0; n�g, B is
a set of atom blocks fbi j i 2 ½0; n�g, W is a set of connections
fwi � port� port j port 2 fM:I [M:O [B:I [B:Ogg, and
CLK is the set of distributed clocks used to control those syn-
chronous atom blocks fclki j i 2 ½0; n�g.
Let ðI; O;B;W;CLKÞ be the top block M, consisting of n

atom blocks
S n

i¼1bi. bi is defined as ðIi; Oi; V i; Ci; clkiÞ for

synchronous block and ðIi; Oi; V i; CiÞ for asynchronous

block. Then, the location set ML is defined as fmli �
ðl1; . . . ; lj; . . . ; lnÞ j i 2 ½0; n�; 8j; lj 2 L

jg, and ml0 equals

ðl10; . . . ; l
n

0 Þ. The action set MA is defined as fmai � ða1; . . . ;
aj; . . . ; anÞ j i 2 ½0; n�; 8j; aj 2 A

jg. For the atom block bi, U
i
is

a set of parameter valuation function vectors fui � V
j !

B [N j j 2 ½0; n�g from the parameters to the bool or integer

values. Then, for the top block, MU is defined as fmui �
ðu1; . . . ; uj; . . . ; unÞ j i 2 ½0; n�; 8j; uj 2 U

jg, wheremu0 equals

ðu1
0; u

2
0; . . . ; u

n
0 Þ. Based on the above definitions and proper-

ties, the labeled transition system for the model is defined as

Theorem 1. The semantics of a GalsBlock computation model M
ðI; O;B;W;CLKÞ is defined as a labeled transition system

hS; s0;!i, where S is the configuration fsi � ML�
MUðV Þ j i 2 ½0; n�; V � B:I [B:O [B:V g, s0 ¼ ðml0;mu0Þ
is the initial configuration. Transition !� S �MA� S is
the transition relation such that

� ðml;muÞ �!ma ðml0;mu0Þ, where 8j 2 ½1; n�, ml0:l
j ¼ l

j
0
,

mu0:uj¼ uj
0
. 8ðport1� port2Þ 2 W , uðport2Þ ! u

0 ðport1Þ.
l
j
0
and uj

0
are the combinational status of atom block bj.

Then, we can formalize decision problems in GalsBlock
in the same way as timed automata [1], [2]. Based on the
semantics of the labeled transition system, the verification
team in our lab has developed a verification tool [20].
Then, several safety critical properties can be verified

directly, and the incompleteness of simulation can be
overcome through this way.

4 IMPLEMENTATION OF GALSBLOCK

In this section, we concentrate on the automatic implemen-
tation, where another strength of GalsBlock is demonstrated
compared to some system level modeling languages and
tools. Generally speaking, GalsBlock does not need special
programming language for implementation. However, it is
desirable to map the hierarchical structure, parallel process-
ing, synchronous and asynchronous behavior descriptions
to a corresponding programming language. Then, the con-
sistency between GalsBlock and the implementation of real
system can be acquired better.

Following the above principles, we choose VHDL code
[3], [30] for the implementation of GalsBlock computation
model. Because VHDL provides good ways to describe both
synchronous behavior and asynchronous behaviors. System
implementation by programming VHDL code directly is
complex and intuitionistic. We will overcome this gap by
defining somemappingmechanism to derive the underlying
VHDL code from the abstract GalsBlock model. The code is
generated in the manner of three stages, which is cumber-
some to write but is the best organization of VHDL code
description. Compared to the one-stage and two-stage man-
ner, it is cumbersome to write but can eliminate the instabil-
ity and glitches, and can be better synthesized. It is
conductive to the timing path grouping into the programma-
ble logic devices such as FPGA. Each atom block can be
mapped to an entity description of VHDL code. The parallel
automata can be mapped to the process description con-
tained in VHDL entity. The local clock used to control the
synchronous block can be mapped to the process trigger sig-
nal of VHDL code. The compound block and connections
can be mapped to component map of VHDL code. When the
user chooses the top block, the kernel should generate a set
of VHDL codes for the computations of all atom blocks, and
the hierarchical relations contained in the compound block.

First, let us see the code generation of the synchronous
atom block presented in the Fig. 8. The atom block contains
priorities, input ports, output ports, shared variables, and
some parallel automata to describe the behaviors. We
should process these elements into an equivalent VHDL
entity. The first step is to generate the ENTITY definition of
a VHDL module for the input ports and output data ports.
Because we support boolean and integer values in Gals-
Block computation model, we need to change the boolean to
std_logic in VHDL for more efficient synthesis. Besides, we
also need to add the clock signal CLK and system reset sig-
nal RST into the interface definition of the ENTITY. The sec-
ond step is to generate a signal for each shared variable,
which is used for behavior descriptions. For each automa-
ton, we need to add a type definition for the state and gener-
ate the three-stage code. The first stage is the update of state,
the second is the state transition, and the third is the output
computation. The second and third stage can be captured
by the CASE statement of VHDL, and the priority of differ-
ent transitions can be captured by the IF ELSE statements
inside a branch of WHEN. If the action on the transition has
some assignment action, the port or the variable to be
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updated should be replaced with the temporary signal
Next_name. The code generation algorithm for the asyn-
chronous atom block is the same, except that the sensitive
signals of process are changed to the input data ports with-
out the clock signal.

Then, let us see the code generation algorithm of the
compound block presented in the Fig. 9. The compound

block contains sub-atom block instance declarations, sub-
compound block instance declarations, connections
among these blocks, input data ports, and output data
ports. We should process these elements to an equivalent
VHDL module. The first step is to generate the ENTITY
definition, in the same way as the atom block described
above. The second step is to generate the COMPONENT

Fig. 8. VHDL code generation algorithm for the synchronous atom block
contained in the Galsblock model.

Fig. 9. VHDL code generation algorithm for the compound block con-
tained in the Galsblock model.
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instance for each contained block, and some temporary
signals for connection. We need to declare an instance for
each block contained in the selected compound block.
There are two kinds of connections. The first is the con-
nection between two inner blocks, and the second is the
connection between the compound block and the inner
block. For the first, we need to generate some temporary
signals for component port map. We extend the name of
the right port of the connection to the temporary signal.
The third step is to initiate the signal connection for each
COMPONENT instance according to the connection. If
the port of the component is connected to a inner port, it
is mapped to the generated temporary signal. Otherwise,
it is mapped to the original port signal. The data-oriented
behaviors appended on the port connections are trans-
ferred to the signal update of VHDL statements.

Based on the code generation algorithms, the constructed
Galsblock computation model can be chosen to be imple-
mented, and get the VHDL code automatically. We have
implemented the code generation tool. With the help of
Xilinx ISE toolkit [33], we can also simulate the generated
VHDL code, and compare the result of the code simulation
with the result of the GalsBlock model simulation. We have
done large amounts of simulation comparisons to prove the
consistency between the model and the generated code.
Furthermore, the generated code can be synthesized and
loaded into the FPGA processor to run directly. This facili-
tates the designer to ensure the consistency of the model
and the implemented system.

5 EXPERIMENT RESULTS

We have implemented the graphical modeling, simulation,
verification and code generation toolkit to support the Gals-
Block computation model. Then, we apply it to the design
of a real sub-system contained in the train communication
network control [13], [14], [29], which is a safety critical
embedded system.

The system consists of many multifunction vehicle bus
controllers interconnecting devices within a vehicle. The
MVB controller mainly provides time-critical process data
communication and delay-tolerant information data com-
munication. The communication is controlled by one mas-
ter, which controls the sending of all data frames on the link
layer bus. The master broadcasts a master frame, which car-
ries the identifier for a process data frame. The device which
sources this process data responds by broadcasting a slave
frame. In order to accomplish this function, MVB controller
needs a master frame sender control module and a process
data response control module. In each basic period, the
sender control module reads eight master frames from the
memory and send them onto the link layer, and the corre-
sponding controller module will read process data from the
memory and broadcast them onto the link layer for each
master frame. The main modules are designed, validated,
and generated automatically in GalsBlock, according to the
descriptions of the standard [13].

We use the compound block mf generator contained in
the master frame sender control module to demonstrate the
tool support of GalsBlock computation model for system
design. It consists of three synchronous atom blocks

(mf generator ctrl, mf pool ram, mf pool ram), and is
used to generate the master frame to be sent. It will ask for
the use of memory, and read the master frame data accord-
ing to the output data port mf addr. The data read proce-
dure is controlled by the block mf pool ram ctrl. The
master frame data read from the memory is stored in the
block mf pool ram, and can be sent through the block
mf generator ctrl. We build these atom blocks first, and
drag them into the interface and connect those correspond-
ing data ports. As presented in the Fig. 10, the atom block
mf generator ctrl contains three parallel automata. The first
automaton is used for the main control logic that reads the
master from the pool ram and sends it to the link layer. The
other two automata are used for the aided counters. For
each computation, we can input the values of input ports.
The resulted values of the output ports and shared varia-
bles, and the current state of the automata are highlighted
in the graphical interface. For verification, the constructed
can be interpreted by labeled transition system automati-
cally, and can be input to Beagle [20] for counter-example
analysis. If the model simulation and verification work as
expected, we can generate VHDL code for this compound
block directly. Four documents end with the suffix ‘.vhd’
are generated, one document for the architectural descrip-
tion of the compound block, and three for the behavioral
descriptions of atom blocks. For example, the size of VHDL
code for the atom block mf generator ctrl is 359 lines about
7 KB. The generated code size for the other blocks are pre-
sented in the Table 1. As presented in the Fig. 11, the gener-
ated VHDL codes can be simulated and synthesized in the
ISE development suit of xilinx, with some handwrite test
bench case. The waveform of simulation in the Fig. 10
shows that the generated codes work well and can generate
eight master frames in correct timing sequence. We com-
pare the output result of the generated code simulation in
ISE with the output result of the GalsBlock model simula-
tion in the developed toolkit, and the results are consistent.
Then, the generated codes can be synthesized to register
transfer level circuit description, and the generated bit file
can be loaded into the FPGA processor directly.

For the whole process data communication service of
MVB controller, we need six blocks to send the master
frame to the data link layer: the kernel compound block
mf generator, the synchronous atom block macro timer,
tm access ctrl, mf send control and mux in. The macro
timer is used to start the periodical phase with the output
data port out bp start per 1 ms. The output data port
bp num is used to determine the address of the master frame
in this period. The memory data access is controlled by the
tm access ctrl block. The mf send control block is used to
control the sending of the generated master frame from the
atom block mf generator ctrl. The atom block mux in
transmits the master frame data to the sender of the system.
Also, we need another four blocks to response the feedback
process data to data link layer: the synchronous atom block
receiver controller out used to distinguish whether the
received data frame is a master data frame or a process data
frame. If the received data frame is a master data frame, the
synchronous block cmf ssc combine block is used to distin-
guish whether the process data frame should be responded
by this device or not. If the device should response, the
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block sf send timer is used to decide when to read the pro-
cess data from tm access ctrl. After that, the process data
frame will be sent onto the link layer. First, we build all
blocks strictly according to the algorithm and pseudo code
descriptions in the standard IEC 61,375. Due to limited
space, all Galsblock computation models can be found on
the website [34]. Then, we do some simulations and
verifications through the developed toolkit. Unfortunately,
the first version of the constructed model can not

accomplish the process data communication service.
Through artificial analysis, we locate the problem in the
atom block mf pool ram ctrl. The bugs have been certified
through theoretical analysis and our engineering practice,
and proposed to the standard organization. The revised
GalsBlock model passes the simulation and verification.

Then, we generate the VHDL code from the revised
GalsBlock model automatically, and load the generated
codes presented in the Table 1 into the FPGA processor of
MVB controller. As presented in the Fig. 12, the world
most widely used MVB controller D113 from Duagon
Company are connected to test the reliability of the gener-
ated system through the system bus. The implemented
system is embedded into the industrial computer to get
some instructions from the keyboard, such as communica-
tion start. We use the application running on the industrial
computer to monitor the communication. Furthermore, we
also use oscilloscope to sample the data from the serial
port that connected to the MVB system bus. Both methods
show that the master data frame and the feedback process
data frame are sent correctly.

From the experiment results, it is reasonable to draw the
conclusion that the Galsblock computation model supports
the analysis and design of complex train control system
better, compared to existing techniques. Right now, most
companies such as Dugon and CNR develop the system by
writing codes directly according to the descriptions of

TABLE 1
The Generated VHDL Code for Each Block

Contained in the GalsBlock Model

The block name Lines of the generated
VHDL code

macro timer 115
sf sender timer 62
cmf ssc combine 312
mf send control 323

mux in 49
receiver controller out 270

tm access ctrl 362
mf generator 146

mf generator ctrl 359
mf pool ram 191

mf pool ram ctrl 223
main controller 409

Fig. 10. The GalsBlock model for the master frame generator module of the process data service: modeling, simulation, verification, code generation
in the developed toolkit and the generated code simulation in ISE. The mf generator block can be refined by three synchronous atom blocks. The
parallel automata and the generated VHDL code ofmf generator ctrl is also presented and simulated.
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the IEC 61,375 directly. Then, computer-aided simulation
methods are used to validate the developed train control
system [8], [26], [27], [31]. Simulation methods give
accurate results when system failures occur. However,
simulations are inefficient when applications are complex
and the number of vehicles is large. Another drawback is
that simulations are based on simulation patterns. The
effectiveness of simulation depends on the number and
quality of patterns. Hence, the exhaustiveness cannot be
guaranteed. The traditional development process is hard
working and the system reliability cannot be guaranteed.
For example, we have found some deadlocks in the VHDL
codes of CNR. But the GalsBlock computation model based
development process overcomes those problems, with the
simulation, verification, and generation toolkit.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a synchronous and asynchronous
cooperation computation model for embedded system
design. The hierarchical blocks and the data port connec-
tions among these blocks present the decomposition struc-
ture and the signal flow of the system clearly. The parallel
automata in the atom block controlled by different clocks
describes the control logic and computation of each func-
tion. The implementation of GalsBlock is accomplished
automatically, the generated VHDL code can be synthesized
and loaded into FPGA processor directly. We have devel-
oped the modeling, simulation, verification and code gener-
ation toolkit to support the GalsBlock computation model.
The operational semantics based on the execution logic of
real systems and the formal semantics based on the labelled

Fig. 11. All generated files are composed and synthesized in ISE development environment of xilinx company. Then, the generated bit file can be
loaded into the FPGA processor.

Fig. 12. We implement the MVB controller through loading the generated VHDL code with the original assistant code in to the FPGA processor, and
connect it with the world most widely used MVB controller D113 from Duagon company throung MVB system bus. The waveform from the link layer
sampled by the oscilloscope shows that the system implemented based on the GalsBlock computation model works well with the D113.
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transition system facilitate the designer to do some simula-
tion and verification in the early stage of system engineer-
ing. This is efficient because coding with underlying
programming languages such as VHDL and C according to
the requirements directly is more difficult than building the
abstract level GalsBlock model. Furthermore, simulation of
VHDL and C programs needs more efforts to write test
benches, and the verification is even harder. To the best of
our knowledge, none of the existing methods supports the
formal verification and implementation of embedded sys-
tems with both synchronous components and asynchronous
components. The GalsBlock and the supporting toolkit will
give a good guidance to reduce the complexity of the design
of the complex embedded systems.
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